Abstract. This paper presents a method for detection of cerebral white matter hyperintensities (WMH) based on run-time PD-, T1-, and T2-weighted structural magnetic resonance (MR) images of the brain along with labeled training examples. Unlike most prior approaches, the method is able to reliably detect WMHs in elderly brains in the absence of fluid-attenuated (FLAIR) images. Its success is due to the learning of probabilistic models of WMH spatial distribution and neighborhood dependencies from ground-truth examples of FLAIR-based WMH detections. These models are combined with a probabilistic model of the PD, T1, and T2 intensities of WMHs in a Markov Random Field (MRF) framework that provides the machinery for inferring the positions of WMHs in novel test images. The method is shown to accurately detect WMHs in a set of 114 elderly subjects from an academic dementia clinic. Experiments show that standard off-the-shelf MRF training and inference methods provide robust results, and that increasing the complexity of neighborhood dependency models does not necessarily help performance. The method is also shown to perform well when training and test data are drawn from distinct scanners and subject pools.
Introduction
Relevance of WMHs. White matter foci that are hyperintense on FLAIR images of the human brain are indicative of focal dysfunction of underlying axonal tracts. Common in a variety of clinical conditions, including multiple sclerosis, cerebrovascular disease, and depression, WMHs are important clinical measures in the elderly because their prevalence is strongly associated with cognitive function, longevity, disease progression, and the effects of disease-modifying treatments WMHs when no FLAIR is available is an increasingly important problem. Largescale imaging studies are under pressure to collect a wide range of MR imaging sequences, including T1, T2, proton density (PD), diffusion tensor, functional, and perfusion MR, to capture the broadest possible range of biological phenomena in the brains of participants. Simultaneously, the studies are under pressure to scan each subject for the shortest amount of time possible due to scanner resource costs and the increases in head motion and subject discomfort that occur over the course of the scan session. Therefore, a growing list of large-scale imaging studies that have a strong interest in white matter dysfunction have nonetheless chosen to forgo FLAIR acquisition [3] [7] [8].
WMH Detection without FLAIR Using Spatial and Contextual
Priors. Because T1-weighted and double echo PD/T2-weighted acquisitions are nearly ubiquitous in large-scale imaging studies, we focus on WMH detection based solely on T1, T2, and PD input images. We use FLAIR exclusively for training data and the validation of automated methods (Fig. 1) . WMHs are hyperintense on PD and T2, and hypointense on T1, but none of these modalities provide sufficient contrast between normal white matter (WM) and WMHs (Fig. 1) . Therefore, we combine image intensity information with prior anatomical knowledge about where WMHs are known to occur in the brain and how they progress over time from one part of the brain to another. In particular, we employ a spatial prior-the prior probability of a WMH occurring at a given pixel, irrespective of imaging data-and a contextual prior-the conditional probability of a WMH occurring at a given pixel, given that WMHs have occurred at neighboring pixels. In elderly subjects, the spatial and contextual priors are highly structured and capture a characteristic spatial distribution of WMH occurrence and progression; specifically, WMHs in Alzheimer's Disease and healthy aging tend to begin in periventricular zones and spread upward and outward (see Fig. 2 and [9] ). The prior models that capture this progression are learned from FLAIR-based ground-truth WMH detections in a training phase, and are combined with intensity information at run-time in an MRF framework to detect WMHs in novel sets of coregistered (PD, T1, T2) test image sets.
